Board of Veterans Services
Meeting Minutes
August 25, 2021
A meeting of the Board of Veterans Services (BVS) was held electronically on Wednesday,
August 25, 2021.
Members Present
• Victor Angry
• Carl Bess
• Paige Cherry
• Michael Dick
• Jenny Dye
• Buddy Fowler
• James Icenhour
• Thurraya Kent
• Kathy Owens
• Denice Williams, Acting Chair, Joint Leadership Council of Veterans Service
Organizations
• Jack Lanier, 2nd Vice Chair, Veterans Services Foundation
• Linda Schreiner, Chair, Virginia War Memorial Foundation
• John Maxwell, Commissioner, Virginia Department of Veterans Services
Members Dialed in via Zoom
• John Bell
• Mario Flores
• Dan Helmer
• Kathleen Murphy
Members Absent
• Carl Bedell
• John Lesinski
• Mamie Locke
• Bryce Reeves
• Marcus Simon
Commonwealth of Virginia Officials Present
• Mario Avent, Virginia Department of Veterans Services (VDVS)
• Steven Combs, VDVS
• Claudia Flores, VDVS
• Glendalynn Glover, VDVS
• Thomas Herthel, VDVS
• Robert Jukic, VDVS (Zoom)
• Quintrel Lenore, VDVS
• Phil Trezza, VDVS
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Members of the Public
• Pam Seay, Virginia War Memorial Foundation
Materials Distributed as part of the Agenda Packet (sent via e-mail and posted on BVS
webpage)
• Draft Agenda
• Draft Minutes of the June 29, 2021 meeting
• VDVS Operations Update
• VDVS Strategic Priorities Brief
• JLC Report to BVS
• Veterans Services Foundation Report
• Virginia War Memorial Report
• Diversity Equity and Inclusion Initiative
Call to Order and Pledge of Allegiance
Chairman Michael Dick called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m. and welcomed all attendees to
the meeting. Chairman Dick led the Pledge of Allegiance.
Roll Call and Quorum Determination
The roll call determined with an in-person quorum of 13 of 22 members present at the meeting
site and four members present online via Zoom.
Approval of Agenda (See Attachment 1)
Chairman Dick asked for a motion to approve the agenda. Mr. Jack Lanier made the motion,
seconded by Ms. Kathy Owens, to approve the agenda as presented. The motion carried by
unanimous consent.
Approval of Minutes of the June 29, 2020, Meeting
Chairman Dick asked for a motion to approve the minutes from the June 29, 2021. Mr. Jack
Lanier made the motion, seconded by Mr. James Icenhour, to approve the minutes as drafted.
The motion carried by unanimous consent.
Introduction of VDVS staff and guests
VDVS Commissioner Maxwell introduced the VDVS team members. The names are recorded
above.
Update on VDVS (See Attachment 2)
Chairman Dick asked VDVS Commissioner Maxwell to provide an update on the VDVS
Operational Status.
Commissioner Maxwell noted the two new positions for VDVS: the Women Veterans Program
Assistant Program Manager and the Military Spouse Liaison, and commented both are essential
positions. He commented on the growing needs of veterans and noted that homelessness and
housing are the greatest needs followed by behavioral health. He commented that VDVS is
postured and working with providers.
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Commissioner Maxwell noted the number of claims submitted is lower than previous years, but
this drop was expected given COVID posturing. He highlighted, however, the number of
contacts with veterans is higher than pre-COVID years, indicating the outreach to veterans is
effective. He commented on anticipated expansion to assist veterans in a virtual capacity.
He noted an uptick in cemetery internments and therefore space is used more quickly that
originally anticipated. He commented the staff is working toward National Shrine Status.
Commissioner Maxwell commented on the popularity of the Virginia Military Survivors and
Dependents Education Program (VMSDEP). He noted VDVS is seeing an increase in
applications and the funds allotted by the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia
(SCHEV) for stipends are fully utilized.
He commented the Virginia Transition and Assistance Program (VTAP) has rebranded to V3
Transition. He noted an uptick in the Boots to Suits Program through which VDVS connects to
transitioning service members.
He noted the hard work by the Care Centers in preventing the spread of COVID.
Commissioner Maxwell received a question on how many state veterans cemeteries there are in
Virginia and replied that there are three. Mr. Tom Herthel noted a recent survey on the need for
phased expansion at the cemeteries to ensure VDVS can meet the memorial needs of Virginia’s
veterans and families.
Commissioner Maxwell commented on veteran suicide data and noted VDVS receives data from
the VA, which lags. The Virginia Department of Health data is in line with the VA and
recognized by the Center for Disease Control as legitimate data. He offered for the Director of
VVFS to provide a brief at a future date on veteran suicides. The Commissioner noted the 2018
data is anticipated to be received by the Virginia Department of Health. Chairman Dick noted
the data is included in the read-ahead packages.
Senator Bell thanked the Commissioner for the information.
Commissioner Maxwell noted the situation in Afghanistan and commented VDVS will maintain
support and will be watchful for signs of stress for veterans and family members.
Mr. Lanier asked for a future presentation on the contributing factors of suicide. Chairman Dick
asked the Commissioner to comment on recent trends.
Commissioner Maxwell noted that he is unable to comment since he does not have data. Mr.
Herthel noted 2019 is the most recent data but that VDVS does not have tracking data.
Commissioner Maxwell noted VDVS virtual peer group sessions to assist veterans.
Ms. Jenny Dye asked about veterans referred for mental health treatment to the state hospital
system. Commissioner Maxwell noted VDVS will gather information to answer the question
more completely.
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VDVS Strategic Priorities (See Attachment 3)
Commissioner Maxwell noted the continued work to establish VDVS as a point of entry for
veterans and family members. Specifically, he noted the awareness challenge, informing
veterans and their family members of VDVS services. He commented on referrals to services for
veterans both within the agency and outside of the agency.
He highlighted the compact with Virginia Veterans and noted the need to build and optimize
technology to enrich services and increase outreach. He noted the strategic priorities and lines of
efforts that support the priorities. He commented on the need to invest in the VDVS team.
Commissioner Maxwell discussed lines of efforts for suicide prevention to coordinate with
stakeholders to identify veterans at risk. He noted supportive services and financial resources.
He further commented on the need for a case management system to holistically connect
veterans and their families to services.
Commissioner Maxwell commented on the need to enhance ability to meet increasing numbers
of clients, to include housing coordination. He noted the need to recruit and retain VDVS staff
and the need to create pathways to grow within the agency. He commented on the need to
strengthen agency infrastructure to include VDVS IT.
Commissioner Maxwell highlighted the line of effort for communications and the need to
improve awareness VDVS as a primary port of entry. He discussed service line enhancements
for the New Care Centers, Military Spouse Liaison and Women Veterans.
Commissioner Maxwell asked for questions. Kathy Owens asked if VDVS works with nonprofits to assist the homeless. Commissioner Maxwell confirmed that VDVS connects veterans
to resources to include non-profits. VDVS assists with housing by connecting veterans to
resources.
Mr. Carl Bess commented on the port of entry and suggested the faith community, salons,
barbershops etc. since those are facilities veterans solicit and are community based.
Commissioner Maxwell noted Community Veterans Engagement Boards to assist veterans
connect to community resources.
Chairman Dick commented on the effort of BVS to assist with developing measures and metrics.
He asked the Commissioner the status of implementing objectives to fulfill the priorities.
Commissioner Maxwell noted vacancies within VDVS that once filled would allow for more of a
steady-state analysis. He also noted the presence of other critical positions and the efforts
expended by current staff to work through the pandemic and enhance services.
Chairman Dick commented on the importance of a BVS metrics working group to assist VDVS
to measure progress. Commissioner Maxwell noted the need to measure presence, outreach,
screening, and training.
Mr. Victor Angry noted Prince William County stood up a Veterans Committee of several
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districts and noted the goal is to put veteran issues under one umbrella within the county. He
noted various organizations that offer services and commented on the critical need to increase
awareness of services. He commented that he is a volunteer firefighter to demonstrate that
opportunities exist for veterans as a solution to suicide.
Commissioner Maxwell noted VDVS welcomes opportunities as described by Mr. Angry.
Mr. James Icenhour noted that the Fort Eustis area has the same type of effort. He noted
representatives from the military basis and business communities to hire veterans.
Chairman Dick noted community organizations are important to tie in with the state and
commented it is a constant effort. Mr. Icenhour commented on referrals one-on-one is effective.
Commissioner Maxwell provided information and background on the One Virginia Plan.
Commissioner Maxwell noted the importance of training on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion,
and commented on the leadership development plan VDVS is developing. He noted his goal is
to get staff to reflect on diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Chairman Dick thanked the Commissioner and turned the floor over to the acting JLC Chair
Denice Williams to present the 2022 proposed JLC initiatives for the BVS to provide comment
and feedback.
2022 JLC Proposed Initiatives
Acting JLC Chair Williams thanked the BVS for the support and commented the initiatives are
not yet adopted or prioritized, noting that effort is planned for the September 9 JLC meeting.
Acting JLC Chair Williams presented these proposals:
1. By AMVETS for a VDVS Suicide Prevention Coordinator. She commented this
initiative aligns with the compact as outlined by the Commissioner.
2. By the Fleet Reserve Association (FRA) requesting partial state tax exemption for
military retirees staggered by age groups.
3. By FRA for an increase in funding for VDVS, so that the spousal burial fee at state
veterans cemeteries could be eliminated.
4. By FRA proposal for grants for post-911 veterans pursuing education, to support them in
between school semesters.
5. By the Marine Corps League to amend the Code of Virginia exempting VSO honor
guards from being recognized as a paramilitary organization.
6. By the Military Officers Association of America (MOAA) comparing military retirement
exemptions with neighboring states and asked for an income subtraction for qualifying
retirees.
7. By MOAA to expand the definition of qualifying tax exemption for a surviving spouse of
a veteran who died on active duty.
8. By the Virginia Army/Air National Guard Enlisted Association for $50,000 to provide
grants for employers who hire National Guard and Reserve members.
9. By the Virginia National Guard Association for an adjustment to the income tax
deduction; and
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10. By the Virginia National Guard Association to provide free admission to state parks for
Guardsmen.
Acting Chair Williams turned the floor back to Chairman Dick.
Chairman Dick asked for BVS feedback on the proposals. Mr. Steven Combs noted the JLC
used the Board’s feedback last year to rewrite and modify some of the proposals for 2021.
Chairman Dick asked for feedback on the Suicide Prevention Coordinator and summarized the
initiative.
Ms. Kathy Owens asked if there was a funding amount for this position. Chairman Dick asked
the Commissioner. The Commissioner responded and provided financial information.
Mr. James Icenhour asked if the BVS supports this initiative, would VDVS submit it as a budget
request. The Commissioner responded and noted VDVS has an opportunity to provide comment
on legislative initiatives proposed by the General Assembly applicable to the agency. Mr.
Combs noted that budget initiatives may be submitted for consideration in the introduced budget
or a General Assembly member is able to submit a budget amendment request for consideration.
Senator John Bell commented that a question will be asked if VDVS is able to absorb the cost in
its existing budget and also noted travel money would need to be included in the estimate. If the
agency is unable to absorb the cost, VDVS will need to communicate the priority.
Delegate Kathleen Murphy commented that the process is more efficient to have the request in
the introduced budget.
Chairman Dick thanked Senator Bell and Delegate Murphy. Chairman Dick noted these are JLC
initiatives and the role of BVS is to determine if they agree to support the JLC proposals or
recommend changes. The Chairman also commented that BVS may encourage VDVS to
consider some of these initiatives as a priority to submit for consideration in the introduced
budget.
Senator Bell recommended BVS submit a letter from the Board to the Governor requesting that
funding for a Suicide Prevention Coordinator in VDVS be included as a budget item. Senator
Bell also noted that letters presented to committees are powerful as well.
Chairman Dick asked for further comments. Ms. Owens noted the Governor’s Challenge to
Prevent Suicide among Service Members, Veterans, and their Families, and asked if the funds
from the Challenge are used for this effort or if this was funded previously. Commissioner
Maxwell noted that there is no funding to support the Governor’s Challenge.
Ms. Owens asked about an online training tool. Mr. Combs noted that AMVETS has an online
training tool and they are working to share it with VDVS and others.
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Chairman Dick asked if BVS members endorse this proposal concept. Mr. James Icenhour noted
this proposal aligns with the Governor’s Challenge and noted his support. He concurred with the
approach outlined by Senator Bell. Ms. Thurraya Kent commented on the lessons learned from
the Women Veterans Coordinator initiative as a model to ensure this initiative is worked
efficiently and effectively.
Senator Bell provided background on the General Assembly Military and Veterans Caucus
(GAMVC) discussions on veteran suicide and made a motion, seconded by Delegate Murphy, to
support funding for a dedicated suicide prevention coordinator in VDVS. The vote was
unanimous vote.
Chairman Dick summarized the proposal on income tax deduction and opened up the floor. Mr.
Icenhour noted an adjustment to the tax rate might be needed prior to this effort to support any
decrease in state revenue.
Senator Bell commented on the initiative and noted the fiscal impact, commenting on the
percentage of veterans. He also offered suggestions on initiatives with less of a financial impact.
Ms. Owens commented on the number of veterans that remain in Virginia and noted it should be
considered but that it requires a fiscal impact statement.
Chairman Dick commented the percentage of veterans remaining in Virginia is high and also
asked for a fiscal impact. Chairman Dick asked for additional comments – none were made.
Chairman Dick summarized the initiative for additional funding for VDVS, in order to eliminate
the spousal burial fee and asked for comments. Mr. Icenhour commented he favored this
proposal. Chairman Dick asked about the funding impact.
Senator Bell commented this needs to be ranked along with the Suicide Prevention Coordinator
and if this can be absorbed within the existing budget. Chairman Dick asked VDVS for
comments. The Commissioner commented that VDVS relies on the spouse burial fee for
cemetery operations, and that it could not be eliminated without an offsetting increase in
additional state funding.
Chairman Dick summarized the post-911 grant initiatives and asked about if the grant is the
fiscal impact and asked for clarification. Ms. Owens provided clarification on the application for
funds. Chairman Dick asked about the significance of the issue. Mr. Icenhour commented this
is a VA program and the initiative should include working with the VA to resolve.
Chairman Dick summarized the initiative for the VSO honor guards. Chairman Dick commented
that VSO honor guards should not be conceived as causing civil disorder given their training.
Delegate Fowler commented he will research the Code. Mr. Angry commented that honor guards
are not part of groups causing concern. Senator Bell commented the Code needs to be reviewed
and recommended further research before deciding.
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Chairman Dick summarized the MOAA initiative for income tax subtraction for qualifying
veterans as detailed in the proposal. Chairman Dick asked for comments. Chairman Dick asked
for a fiscal impact.
Mr. Icenhour and Delegate Fowler asked for clarity with the numbers proposed. Chairman Dick
summarized the initiative by asking for more clarity before proceeding with this initiative.
Chairman Dick summarized the initiative to expand tax exemption to include Died on Active
Duty in addition to Killed in Action (KIA).
Mr. Icenhour noted unfunded mandates on local governments. Mr. Angry commented about the
nature of a combat theater for tax exemption for consideration in modification. Chairman Dick
commented there are members who die on active duty due to willful misconduct and
recommended further definition of the recommendation.
Senator Bell commented clarification is needed given the complexity and suggested researching
previous denials to help craft language.
Commissioner Maxwell noted active duty service members providing operational support within
CONUS due to a crisis such as a hurricane.
Chairman Dick noted the suggestions to further define the eligibility for an expanded exemption.
Chairman Dick summarized the initiative to promote the hiring of National Guard and Reserve
Members. Ms. Owens asked for clarification on the retention requirement. Delegate Fowler
noted that many employers desire to hire National Guard and Reserve members. Ms. Owens
commented on the possibility for these members to deploy if required therefore the grants
provide incentives.
Senator Bell commented the retention requirement would add to this recommendation. Mr.
Angry also commented that this recommendation is needed and asked if V3 recognizes Guard
and Reserve or if this recommendation is an additional effort. Commissioner Maxwell
confirmed there are VA definitions of veterans and the National Guard members are state assets.
Chairman Dick commented that if National Guard members are called to state active duty, it
does not fall under the federal VA definition of a veteran. Ms. Owens commented that V3 is
intended for veterans that can no longer be called to deploy but this initiative allows for National
Guard members that can still be called to deploy.
Senator Bell asked if the National Guard leadership commented on this initiative. Chairman
Dick said the Acting Chair of the JLC will confirm.
Chairman Dick summarized the income tax deduction initiative for the National Guard. Mr.
Icenhour asked for the fiscal impact to make a knowledgeable assessment. Mr. Angry asked for
clarification on the ranking. Mr. Combs confirmed it applied to E1 – E9 and O1-O3 currently.
Mr. Icenhour and Mr. Angry commented this needs clarification in the proposal.
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Chairman Dick summarized the state park admission proposition for the Guard. Chairman Dick
asked if this should be expanded to active duty as well subject to the fiscal impact. Mr. Icenhour
responded and commented that it could be a large number of members if expanded and requested
more information on the impact. Ms. Owens noted that National Guard members in Virginia pay
Virginia State Taxes but not all active duty pay Virginia State Taxes.
Senator Bell commented on the importance of coordinating with the National Guard leadership
and noted the need for more data.
Chairman Dick commented of the 10 initiatives, BVS endorses the Suicide Prevention
Coordinator proposal. For the other nine, Chairman Dick noted more fiscal clarification to
include the GI Bill and income tax deduction proposals. Chairman Dick noted the Board
supports the request for funding to eliminate the spousal burial fee. Chairman Dick noted more
research required on the VSO color guard proposal and more refinement on the proposal for tax
exemption expansion. Chairman Dick noted the willingness to support the grant to hire Guard
and Reserve members. Chairman Dick noted the willingness to support admission to state parks.
After further discussion Chairman Dick noted the Board does not support the GI Bill proposal
and the partial state tax exemption at this time given the fiscal impact.
Chairman Dick commented the Board supports the Suicide Prevention, the grant to promote
hiring, the spousal burial fee, and parks admission. Mr. Icenhour recommended the Board waits
to rank until the JLC ranks their initiatives. Acting JLC Chair Williams requested the
opportunity to clarify the proposals for which BVS members requested. Chairman Dick
confirmed the Board will wait until the JLC ranks their initiatives.
Chairman Dick asked for questions and comments none heard.
Reports (See Attachments 4, 5, 6)
Chairman Dick asked for a motion to dispense with the presentation of the reports in Agenda
Item VIII given the meeting running over the 2 hour set time frame. Mr. Jack Lanier made the
motion seconded by Mr. James Icenhour. The motion carried by unanimous decision.
Chair and Vice-Chair Nominations
Chairman Dick noted that Ms. Tammi Lambert, the previous Vice-Chair, had resigned due to
assuming a new job in Texas and therefore the Vice-Chair seat is vacant. Chairman Dick noted
the nomination of Ms. Thurraya Kent for Vice-Chair and asked if there were other nominations.
None heard. Mr. James Icenhour made a motion to close the nominations and elect M.s
Thurraya Kent. Mr. Victor Angry seconded the motion. The vote was unanimous and the
motion carried.
Chairman Dick turned the floor over to new Vice-Chair Kent for the nomination and election of
a Chair. Mr. James Icenhour nominated Michael Dick to continue as Chair. The Vice-Chair
asked for any additional nominations. Mr. Jack Lanier moved to close the nomination and elect
Mr. Michael Dick to continue as Chairman, seconded by Mr. James Icenhour. The vote was
unanimous and the motion carried.
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New Business
Chairman Dick asked for reports. None heard. Chairman Dick distributed appointment
certificates signed by the Governor to Ms. Kathy Owens, Ms. Thurraya Kent, and Ms. Jenny
Dye.
Public Comment
No comment heard.
Wrap Up & Adjournment
Mr. James Icenhour made a motion, seconded by Ms. Kathy Owens, to adjourn the meeting. In
the absence of any objections, the motion carried and the meeting adjourned.
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ATTACHMENT 1
BOARD OF VETERANS SERVICES
AGENDA
August 25, 2021
I.
II.

Opening and Pledge of Allegiance – Michael Dick, BVS Chairman (10:00 – 10:02)
Roll Call and Quorum Determination – Michael Dick, BVS Chairman (10:02 –
10:10)

III.

Approval of Agenda – Michael Dick, BVS Chairman (10:10 – 10:15)

IV.

Approval of Minutes of the June 29, 2021 meeting – Michael Dick, BVS Chairman
(10:15 – 10:20)

V.

Introduction of VDVS staff and guests – Michael Dick, BVS Chairman (10:20 –
10:25)

VI.

Update on current VDVS operational status – John Maxwell, VDVS Commissioner
(10:25 – 10:35)

VII.

VDVS Strategic Priorities – John Maxwell, VDVS Commissioner (10:35 – 10:50)

VIII.
IX.

X.
XI.

XII.
XIII.

JLC 2022 Proposed Initiatives – JLC Acting Chair Denise Williams (10:50 –
11:20)
Reports (11:20 – 11:35)
a. Joint Leadership Council – Denise Williams, JLC Acting Chair
b. Veterans Services Foundation – Jack Lanier, VSF 2nd Vice Chairman
c. Virginia War Memorial Foundation – Linda Schreiner, VWMF Chairman
Nomination and Election of BVS Chair / Vice-Chair (11:35 – 11:45) – all members
New Business: (11:45– 11:55)
a. “Good of the Order” Reports – all members
b. Other new business – as requested by members
Public comment (11:55 – 12:00) – Michael Dick, BVS Chairman
Wrap Up & Adjourn – Michael Dick, BVS Chairman (12:00)
* Next Meeting December 16, 2021
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ATTACHMENT 2
VDVS Operational Update
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ATTACHMENT 3
VDVS Strategic Priorities
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ATTACHMENT 4
Joint Leadership Council Report to JLC
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ATTACHMENT 5
VSF report to BVS
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ATTACHMENT 6
VWM Report to the BVS
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